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Thanks for the note.  I have had a quick look at the Turner book and am anxious to get a chance to read it.  We 

need to chat about whether it is appropriate for you to write a review (should we choose to review it).Michael 

mentioned that you had sent out some books for review.  Please let me know the details.  I'll speak to you 

soon.To:	david_marwell @ jfk-arrb.gov @ internetcc:	 (bcc: David Marwell/ARRB)From:	DMarwell @ aol.com 

@ Internet @ WORLDCOM   Date:	01/09/97 08:02:13 PM CSTSubject:	Fwd: book reviews---------------------

Forwarded message:From:	pmiller@ushmm.org (Miller, Paul B.)To:	dmarwell@aol.comDate: 97-01-09 

17:56:35 EST     Dr. Marwell,I sent the below message to Richard Breitman today and he has deferred the 

response to you.  I'm sticking a copy of Turner's book in the mail.  If you decide that it would be a good one to 

review in the journal, please let meknow if you think that the fact that I did a field (though not my 

dissertation)with him as a grad student precludes me from writing a review.  (I've already readthe book.)  

Thanks,PM______________________________ Forward 

Header__________________________________Subject: Author:  Paul B. Miller at USHMMDate:    1/9/97 

4:49 PM     Hi, Richard.  Speaking of Henry Turner's new book (by the way, we grad      students called him HAT 

amongst ourselves), it just so happened to      arrive in my mailbox this afternoon, courtesy of Addison Wesley.  

I      don't know if you or Marwell would deem a book on Hitler's emergence      as German chancellor related 

enough to Holocaust/genocide for a      journal review, but HAT has staked out the claim that without Jan.      

1933 and the bunglings of several key German leaders, what followed      would have been vastly different and 

there certainly would have been      no Holocaust.  I'm sure he'll be criticized for all his "what if"      

speculations, but the point is:  Should we review it in the journal?       And secondly, can I?  (that is, is this 

allowed?).  I look forward to      your response.          PM      
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